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Run
# 1087DecThroat
24th, 2019
Hare(s):
Deep
with a little help from her
virgin friendSlippery & Liquor Snatch
Hare(s):
Notre Dame
High School
Location: Clearview
Hall
Prelube:
State
&
Main
Prelube: Hudson’s
On On:
On: Hudson’s
Chillabongs
On
Scribe: Chips A Whore
Have
Scribe:
you ever
Whore
just wanted
Sleigher
to go out after a hard day of

Have you ever been to a Hash run where the weather at

work
just
haveChristmas
a few drinks with some friends and
Hashand
Run
After

scrambling for any piece of cloth or rag to paste on

possibly go for a run?

my body as the wind was biting. Wearing two

the prelube is pretty nice then when you get to the run
its fucking colder than shit?
Well I have. When I went to this run, I was wearing
shorts and a T-shirt, when I got to the run I was

It was the nite after Christmas, and throughout the city
different gloves and a couple of coats I found……
Well
not aI have
creature
and stirred,
this last itThursday
was kind
there
of shitty.
just happen
Boner wore shorts.
The
circled
up out
at the
Clearview
Hall,
to
behashers
some of my
friends
at State
and Main
and
It was a good turnout, with thirteen in all.
Have you ever started a run and thought – The walkers
just so happens they were going to go for a Hash Run
so
I met
up with
Curb
Crawler,
TNT, Slippery
When
The
walkers
and
runners
departed
with sighs

are not even going to walk but go straight to the Hash

WhileCrash
visions
of Rummy,
licorice and
cheezies
and
coolers
danced
in their
Hold we
can clearly
see and
drinkeyes.
beer the whole time
Wet,
Test
Broken
Boner,
Sirbeer and wine
With the of
walkers
holding
the clues
to decipher
the runner’s
route.
Mobey’s
Dickus,
Cum Liquor
Snatch
and Deep
while the runners run.
It was a recipe for disaster. (Doesn't rhyme and I don’t care).

Throat.

Well yes, I have. The walkers went straight from

On into
we journeyed
in haste.
Have
youClearview
ever had someone
be so obsessed
with the
circle up to the “unknown Hash Hold” I am guessing
Cum liquor led us on, there was not time to waste.
gospel
that
comesKnow
out of Dick
your mouth
that
they create
to grab
some beers and lounge in the warmth of the
We met
Don’t
and the
walkers
aftera some
confusion.
abode.Update: I think I saw them on the run so guilt
As some
hash
marks to
were
merely
illusion.
shirt
basedof
onthe
those
comments
assist
themselves
in
daily self-improvement?

must have kicked in.

annoy Chips” The shirt was only so big and top ten

later you likely wouldn’t need to buy any because the

The touque lights and head lamps shining on the new fallen snow
GaveI have,
a strange
glowWhen
to theWet
hash
markings
below.
Well
Slippery
wore
a shirt she
had Have you ever been on a Hash Trail with so much flour
Some of the green had blended and mellowed,
put down that you know if you set one there 4 weeks
made that said, “the top ten things that she does that
And appeared in the moonlight to be kind of yellow.
was
modest
of her.
alsoleading
wrote onthe
therunning
back pack.
markings would still be there?
Withvery
Broken
Boner
asShe
usual,

We making
runnersshirts
solved
puzzles,
was11,
no but
turning back.
that
wasour
annoying
as there
a number
You may have not but I have. There was so much
Somewhat faster than toddlers, the walkers they came.
as a note that never came from my mouth but now
We could hear Slippery in the distance calling them flour
by name.
down on this run that we saw some homeless
that I think of it, it can stay. I normally charge for this
guy pouring water, baking powder and chocolate
type of advice but consider this a gift.
chips into one of the piles and stirring it into a cookie
dough batter.
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On On Wee Bladder and Curb
Oh, Cum See, let’s go
Hurry up Cum Honour,
Even for walkers this is slow
Pick it up Wet Spot
Move it Lost and Found
Come on Don’t Know Dick
Quit fucking around
As dry leaves that before the wild hurricane fly,
we lost track of the walkers, unsure of why.
So bravely back down the trail TNT flew,
in search of the walkers, whose wherabouts, none knew?
And then in a jiffy, we found the beer near,
not knowing if the walkers were there or here.
Through the alley we sprinted to Slippery’s garage,
hoping the marks in the snow were not a mirage.
We sat there and drank and ate licorice for an hour near,
worried sick about the walkers, we couldn't really enjoy the beer.
And finally, in the distance, a hubbub could be heard,
seven walkers squawking, and an occasional curse word.
On in they came to the warmth of Greg’s shop,
with Don’t Know blaming, Wee and Cum Honour blaming Wet Spot.
For they had lost their way, where to go they had no clue.
Except for the piece of paper that told them exactly where,
which one of them had in their pocket, I forget who
How we celebrated when, reunited at last.
The beer, licorice and cheeze doodles, they were devoured quite fast.
Slippery called on in, to deliver our punishment.
There were very few charges, it was all quite funishment.
And then to the On On at Hudsons, many of us went.
For sweet deals on liquor, and to emotionally vent.
Was a great finale, for the last run of the year,
With the finest people that can be found in our city Red Deer.

Merry Christmas to all and to all Happy New Year,
from a friend in the Hash,
your humble Whore Sleigher!
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